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At the first stage of reheating after inflation, parametric resonance may rapidly transfer most
energy of an inflaton fieldf to the energy of other bosons. We show that quantum fluctuation
scalar and vector fields produced at this stage are much greater than they would be in a state of
equilibrium. This leads to cosmological phase transitions of a new type, which may result in a co
production of topological defects and in a secondary stage of inflation after reheating.
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The theory of reheating is one of the most importa
parts of inflationary cosmology. Elementary theory o
this process was developed many years ago [1,2]. So
important steps toward a complete theory have been m
in [3]. However, the real progress in the understandi
of this process was achieved only recently when the n
theory of reheating was developed. According to th
theory [4], reheating typically consists of three differen
stages. At the first stage, a classical oscillating sca
field f (the inflaton field) decays into massive bosons d
to parametric resonance. In many models the resona
is very broad, and the process occurs extremely rapid
To distinguish this stage of explosive reheating fro
the stage of particle decay and thermalization, we cal
it preheating. Bosons produced at that stage are f
away from thermal equilibrium and have enormously lar
occupation numbers. The second stage is the decay
previously produced particles. This stage typically can
described by methods developed in [1]. However, the
methods should be applied not to the decay of the origi
homogeneous inflaton field, but to the decay of particl
produced at the stage of preheating. This changes m
features of the process including the final value of t
reheating temperature. The third stage of reheating
thermalization.

Different aspects of the theory of explosive reheatin
have been studied by many authors [5–8]. In o
presentation we will follow the original approach o
Ref. [4], where the theory of reheating was investigat
with an account taken both of the expansion of th
Universe and of the backreaction of created particles.

One should note that there exist such models wh
this first stage of reheating is absent; e.g., there is
parametric resonance in the theories where the fieldf

decays into fermions. However, in the theories whe
preheating is possible one may expect many unus
phenomena. One of the most interesting effects is
possibility of specific nonthermal postinflationary phas
transitions which occur after preheating. As we wi
see, these phase transitions in certain cases can be m
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more pronounced than the standard high-temperat
cosmological phase transitions [9,10]. They may le
to copious production of topological defects and to
secondary stage of inflation after reheating.

Let us first remember the theory of phase transitions
theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking in the the
of scalar fieldsf andx with the effective potential

V sf, xd 
l

4
sf2 2 f2

0 d2 1
1
2

g2f2x2. (1)

Here l, g ø 1 are coupling constants.V sf, xd has a
minimum at f  f0, x  0 and a maximum atf 
x  0 with the curvatureVff  2m2  2lf

2
0 . This

effective potential acquires corrections due to quantu
(or thermal) fluctuations of the scalar fields [9,10],DV 
3
2 lksdf2dlf2 1 g2ksdxd2lf2y2 1 g2ksdfd2lx2y2 1 · · ·,
where the quantum field operator is decomposed asf̂ 
f 1 df with f ; kf̂l, and we have written only leading
terms depending onf and x ; kx̂l. In the large tem-
perature limit ksdfd2l  ksdxd2l  T 2y12. The effec-
tive mass squared of the fieldf,

m2
f,eff  2m2 1 3lf2 1 3lksdfd2l 1 g2ksdxd2l, (2)

becomes positive and symmetry is restored (i.e.,f  0
becomes the stable equilibrium point) forT . Tc, where
T 2

c  12m2ys3l 1 g2d ¿ m2. At this temperature the
energy density of the gas of ultrarelativistic particles
given by r  NsTcdp2T4

c y30  24m4NsTcdp2y5s3l 1

g2d2. Here NsT d is the effective number of degrees o
freedom at large temperature, which in realistic situatio
may vary from102 to 103. Note that forg4 , 96Np2ly5
this energy density is greater than the vacuum ene
densityV s0d  m4y4l. Meanwhile, forg4 * l radiative
corrections are important, they lead to the creation o
local minimum ofV sf, xd, and the phase transition occur
from a strongly supercooled state [9]. That is why the fir
models of inflation required supercooling at the moment
the phase transition.

An exception to this rule is given by supersymmetr
theories, where one may haveg4 ¿ l and still have a
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1011
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potential which is flat near the origin due to cancellati
of quantum corrections of bosons and fermions [1
In such cases thermal energy becomes smaller than
vacuum energy atT , T0, whereT4

0  15m2f
2
0y2Np2.

Then one may even have a short stage of inflation wh
begins atT , T0 and ends atT  Tc. During this time
the Universe may inflate by the factor

ac

a0


T0

Tc
, 1021

µ
g4

l

∂1y4

ø 1021g

s
f0

m
. (3)

In supersymmetric theories with flat directionsF it
may be more natural to consider potentials of the so-ca
“flaton” fields F without the termlF4y4 [11],

V sF, xd  2
m2F2

2
1

l1F6

6M2
P

1
m2F

2
0

3
1

1
2

g2F2x2,

(4)

where F0  l
21y4
1

p
mMP corresponds to the minimum

of this potential. The critical temperature in this theo
for l1F

2
0 ø g2M2

P is the same as in the theory (1) fo
l ø g2, and expansion of the Universe during therm
inflation is given by1021g

p
F0ym, as in Eq. (3). This

short additional stage of “thermal inflation” may be ve
useful; in particular, it may provide a solution to th
Polonyi field problem [11].

The theory of cosmological phase transitions is an i
portant part of the theory of the evolution of the Univers
and during the last 20 years it was investigated in a v
detailed way. However, typically it was assumed that t
phase transitions occur in the state of thermal equilibriu
Now we are going to show that similar phase transitio
may occur even much more efficiently prior to therma
ization, due to the anomalously large expectation val
ksdfd2l andksdxd2l produced during preheating.

We will first consider the model (1) without the scala
field x and with the amplitude of spontaneous symme
breakingf0 ø MP . In this model inflation occurs during
the slow rolling of the scalar fieldf from its very large
values until it becomes of the orderMP. Then it oscil-
lates with the initial amplitudef , 1021Mp and initial
frequency,1021

p
l MP. Within a few dozen oscillations

it transfers most of its energy, l

4 1024M4
P to its long-wave

fluctuations ksdfd2l in the regime of broad parametri
resonance [4].

The crucial observation is the following. Suppo
that the initial energy density of oscillations, l

4 1024M4
P

were instantaneously transferred to thermal energy den
,102T 4. This would give the reheating temperatu
Tr , 2 3 1022l1y4MP, and the scalar field fluctuation
ksdfd2l , T2

r y12 , 3 3 1025
p

l M2
P. Meanwhile par-

ticles created during preheating have much smaller ene
,1021

p
l MP . Therefore if the same energy densi

l

4 1024M4
P is instantaneously transferred to low-ener

particles created during preheating, their number, a
correspondingly, the amplitude of fluctuations, will b
much greater,ksdfd2l , C2M2

P , whereC2 , 1022 1023

[4]. Thermal fluctuations would lead to symmetry restor
1012
n
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tion in our model only forf0 , Tr , 1022l1y4MP ,
1014 GeV for the realistic valuel , 10213 [10]. Mean-
while, according to Eq. (2), the nonthermalized fluctu
tions ksdfd2l , M2

P may lead to symmetry restoration
even if the symmetry breaking parameterf0 is as large as
1021MP. Thus, the nonthermal symmetry restoration m
occur even in those theories where the symmetry resto
tion due to high-temperature effects would be impossib

In reality thermalization takes a very long time, whic
is inversely proportional to coupling constants. This d
lutes the energy density, and the reheating temperature
comes many orders of magnitude smaller than1014 GeV
[10]. Therefore postinflationary thermal effects typical
cannot restore symmetry on the grand unified theo
(GUT) scale. Preheating is not instantaneous as w
and therefore the fluctuations produced at that stage
smaller thanC2M2

P, but only logarithmically,ksdfd2l ,
C2M2

P ln22 1yl [4]. For l , 10213 this means than non-
thermal perturbations produced at reheating may res
symmetry on the scale up tof0 , 1016 GeV.

Later ksdfd2l decreases asa22std because of the ex-
pansion of the Universe. This leads to the phase tr
sition with symmetry breaking at the momentt  tc ,p

l MPm22 whenmf,eff  0, ksdfd2l  f
2
0y3, Ef , m.

Note that the homogeneous componentfstd at this mo-
ment is significantly less than

p
ksdfd2l due to its decay in

the regime of the narrow parametric resonance after p
heating [4]:f2 ~ t27y6 ~ t21y6ksdfd2l; an overbar means
averaging over oscillations.

The mechanism of symmetry restoration describ
above is very general; in particular, it explains a surprisi
behavior of oscillations of the scalar field found nume
cally in the OsNd-symmetric model of Ref. [6]. Thus in
the interval between preheating and thermalization
Universe could experience a series of phase transiti
which we did not anticipate before. For example, cosm
strings and textures, which could be an additional sou
for the formation of the large scale structure of th
Universe, should havef0 , 1016 GeV [12]. It is hard to
produce them by thermal phase transitions after inflat
[13]. Meanwhile, as we see now, fluctuations produced
preheating may be quite sufficient to restore the symme
Then the topological defects are produced in the stand
way when the symmetry breaks down again. In oth
words, production of superheavy topological defects c
be easily compatible with inflation.

On the other hand, the topological defect producti
can be quite dangerous. For example, the model (1) o
one-component real scalar fieldf has a discrete symmetry
f ! 2f. As a result, after the phase transition induc
by fluctuationsksdfd2l the Universe may become filled
with domain walls separating phasesf  1f0 andf 
2f0. This is expected to lead to a cosmological disast

This question requires a more detailed analysis. Ev
though the pointf  0 after preheating becomes a min
mum of the effective potential, the fieldf continues os-
cillating around this minimum. Therefore, at the mome
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tc it may happen to be either to the right of the maximu
of V sfd or to the left of it everywhere in the Universe
In this case the symmetry breaking will occur in one pre
erable direction, and no domain walls will be produced.
similar mechanism may suppress production of other to
logical defects.

However, this would be correct only if the magnitud
of fluctuationssdfd2 were smaller than the average am
plitude of the oscillationsf2. In our case fluctuations
sdfd2 are greater thanf2 [4], and they can have consid
erable local deviations from their average valueksdfd2l.
Investigation of this question shows that in the theo
(1) with f0 ø 1016 GeV fluctuations destroy the cohere
distribution of the oscillating fieldf and divide the Uni-
verse into an equal number of domains withf  6f0,
which leads to the domain wall problem. This means t
in consistent inflationary models of the type of (1) on
should have eitherf0  0 (no symmetry breaking), or
f0 * 1016 GeV.

Now we will consider models where the symmet
breaking occurs for fields other than the inflaton fieldf.
The simplest model has the following potential [13,14]:

V sf, xd 
l

4
f4 1

a

4

µ
x2 2

M2

a

∂2

1
1
2

g2f2x2.

(5)

We will assume here thatl ø a, g2, so that at largef
the curvature of the potential in thex direction is much
greater than in thef direction. In this case at largef the
field x rapidly rolls towardx  0. An interesting feature
of such models is the symmetry restoration for the fie
x for f . fc  Myg, and symmetry breaking when th
inflaton fieldf becomes smaller thanfc. As emphasized
in [13], such phase transitions may lead to formation
topological defects without any need for high-temperatu
effects.

Now we would like to point out some other specifi
features of such models. If the phase transition discus
above happens during inflation [13] (i.e., iffc . Mp in
our model), then no new phase transitions occur in t
model after reheating. However, forfc ø Mp the situ-
ation is much more complicated. First of all, in this ca
the field f oscillates with the initial amplitude,Mp (if
M4 , alM4

p). This means that each time the absolu
value of the field becomes smaller thanfc, the phase
transition with symmetry breaking occurs and topologic
defects are produced. Then the absolute value of
oscillating field f again becomes greater thanfc, and
symmetry restores again. However, this regime does
continue for too long a time. Within a few dozen oscill
tions, quantum fluctuations of the fieldx will be generated
with the dispersionksdxd2l , C2g21

p
l M2

P ln22 1yg2

[4]. For M2 , C2g21
p

l aM2
p ln22 1yg2, these fluctua-

tions will keep the symmetry restored. Note that f
g2 ¿ l preheating is more efficient, and the coefficie
C may become much greater than1022. The symmetry
f-
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breaking finally completes whenksdxd2l becomes smal
enough.

One may imagine an even more complicated scen
when oscillations of the scalar fieldf create large fluc-
tuations of the fieldx, which in their turn interact with
the scalar fieldsF breaking symmetry in GUTs. Then w
would have phase transitions in GUTs induced by the fl
tuations of the fieldx. This means that no longer can th
absence of primordial monopoles be considered as an
tomatic consequence of inflation. To avoid the monop
production one should use the theories where quan
fluctuations produced during preheating are small or
coupled from the GUT sector. This condition impos
additional constraints on realistic inflationary models. O
the other hand, preheating may remove some previo
existing constraints on inflationary theory. For examp
in the models of GUT baryogenesis it was assumed
the GUT symmetry was restored by high-temperature
fects, since otherwise the density ofX, Y, and superheavy
Higgs bosons would be very small. This condition
hardly compatible with inflation. It was also required th
the products of decay of these particles should stay
of thermal equilibrium, which is a very restrictive cond
tion. In our case the superheavy particles responsible
baryogenesis can be abundantly produced by param
resonance, and the products of their decay will not be
state of thermal equilibrium until the end of reheating.

Now let us return to the theory (1) including the fie
x for g2 ¿ l. In this case the main fraction of the po
tential energy density,lM4

P of the fieldf predominantly
transfers to the energy of fluctuations of the fieldx due to
the explosivex particles creation in the broad paramet
resonance. The dispersion of fluctuations after preh
ing is ksdxd2l , C2g21

p
l M2

P ln22 1yg2. These fluctua-
tions lead to the symmetry restoration in the theory
with f0 ø Csg2yld1y4MP ln21 1yg2, which may be much
greater than1016 GeV for g2 ¿ l.

Later the process of decay of the fieldf in this model
continues, but less efficiently, and because of the exp
sion of the Universe the fluctuationsksdxd2l decrease
approximately asg21

p
l M2

Pfaiyastdg2, whereas their en-
ergy densityr decreases as the energy density of ult
relativistic matter,rstd , lM4

Pfaiyastdg4, whereai is the
scale factor at the end of inflation. This energy dens
becomes equal to the vacuum energy densitym4y4l at
a0 , ai

p
l Mpym, t ,

p
l Mpm22. Since that time and

until the time of the phase transition with symmetry brea
ing the vacuum energy dominates, and the Universe en
the secondary stage of inflation.

The phase transition with spontaneous symmetry bre
ing occurs whenmf,eff  0, ksdxd2l  g22m2. This
happens atac  ail

1y4g1y2Mpym. Thus, during this ad-
ditional period of “nonthermal” inflation the Universe ex
pandsacya0 ,

p
g

p
f0ym  sg2yld1y4 times. This is

greater than expansion during “thermal” inflation (3)
the factorOsg21y2d, and in our case inflation occurs eve
if g4 ø l.
1013
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In this example we considered the second stage
inflation driven by the inflaton fieldf. However, the
same effect can occur in theories where other scalar fie
are coupled to the fieldx. For example, in the theories
of the type of (4) fluctuationsksdxd2l produced at the
first stage of reheating by the oscillating inflaton fieldf

lead to a secondary “nonthermal” inflation driven by th
potential energy of the “flaton” fieldF. During this stage
the Universe expands,

p
g

p
F0ym times. To have a long

enough inflation one may consider, e.g., supersymme
theories withm , 102 GeV andF0 , 1012 [11]. This
gives a relatively long stage of inflation withacya0 ,p

g 105, which may be enough to solve the Polonyi fiel
problem if the constantg is not too small.

If the coupling constantg is sufficiently large, fluctua-
tions of the fieldx will thermalize during this inflation-
ary stage. Then the end of this stage will be determin
by the standard theory of high-temperature phase tran
tion, and the degree of expansion during this stage w
be given by1021g

p
F0ym; see Eq. (3). It is important,

however, that the inflationary stage may begin even if t
field x has not been thermalized at that time.

The stage of inflation described above occurs in t
theory with a potential which is not particularly flat nea
the origin. But what happens in the models which ha
flat potentials, like the original new inflation model in
the Coleman-Weinberg theory [15]? One of the ma
problems of inflation in such models was to understa
why the scalar fieldf should jump onto the top of its
effective potential, since this field in realistic inflationar
models is extremely weakly interacting and, therefor
it could not be in the state of thermal equilibrium i
the very early Universe. Thus, it is much more natur
for inflation in the Coleman-Weinberg theory to begi
at very largef, as in the simplest version of chaoti
inflation in the theorylf4. However, during the first few
oscillations of the scalar fieldf at the end of inflation
in this model, it produces large nonthermal perturbatio
of vector fieldsksdAmd2l , C2g21

p
l M2

P ln22 yg2. This
leads to symmetry restoration and initiates the second st
of inflation beginning atf  0. It suggests that in many
models inflation most naturally begins at largef as in
the simplest version of the chaotic inflation scenario [16
But then, after the stage of preheating, the second stag
inflation may begin like in the new inflationary scenario
In other words, the new theory of reheating after chao
inflation may rejuvenate the new inflation scenario.

The main conclusion of this paper is the following. I
addition to the standard high-temperature phase transit
there exists a new class of phase transitions which m
occur at the intermediate stage between the end of in
tion and the establishing of thermal equilibrium. Thes
phase transitions take place even if the scale of symm
try breaking is very large and the reheating temperature
very small. Therefore, phase transitions of the new ty
1014
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may have dramatic consequences for inflationary mod
and the theory of physical processes in the very ea
Universe.
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